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SINN FEIN AND INCITEMENT
At his meeting on 11 June, the _Secretary of State asked for
advice on whether the law on incitement might be extended to
include statements in general support of violence.
2.

A Working Party on Further Measures to Curb Terrorism discussed

this problem intensively last year.

Since the origin of the

study was the Harrods bombing and a concern on the part of the
Government (shared also by the Irish Government) whether Sinn Fein
ought not to be proscribed, the Home Office and Law Officer's
Department were involved along with the NIO and other interests
in the Province.
3.

The Working Party's conclusions were summarised in Mr Prior's

letter of 19 July 1984 to the Attorney General (copy attached) ' ;
they were accepted by all concerned, including the Prime Minister.
(For greater detail on an intricate problem, I would refer you
to Mr Brennan's minute of ?14 June 1984 submitting the Working
Party's Report itself to Ministers.)
4.

It is hard today to resist the Working Party's main conclusion

that, to quote from Mr Prior's letter,

"While in theory if not

in practice there is a gap in the law which could be plugged,
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there is a greater danger that in doing so we should arouse
expectations that something could actually be done to stop the
offending but unspecified comments, and we should thus be criticised,
perhaps quite quickly, for failing to tackle the root of the
problem.

At the same time,

if we were to attempt a provision

with any real bite, we should face fierce opposition to its
enactment from all sides of the House, especially since the
original cause for concern is unlikely to be fresh in people's
minds".
5.

There have been one or two instances in recent weeks of

- Sinn Fein Councillors expressing support for the IRA as such the third class of Dffensive statement considered by the Working
Party, and the one thought to be less difficult to legislate
against.

-

However, the instances are not clear cut, and if we

were to legislate against such statements, the Sinn Feiners
would not have the smallest problem in making their point without
falling foul of the new law.

P W J BUXTON

17 June 1985
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You will recall that, following the Harrods bc:nb and other terrorist outrages at
the end of 1983, we were rroved to consider whether the law on incitement needed
to be strengthened.

VE ruled out at that tine the proscription of Sinn Fein, but

considered that the freedan which its spokesrren have to express sympathy and support
for violence in Public aight to be examined (recent offensive staterrents by
.
Gerry Adams were particularly in 0ll" minds) . I Set up a ~rking party to go into

.

this problem; as it is one that affects the whole country' and not nerely Northern
Ireland, the Hare Office, the Lord Chancellor s Office and your Depart:rtent- were
represented, as well as my own, the Director of Public Prosecutions for Northern
Ireland, the Royal Ulster Constabulary and the Anny.
'llie Working party distinguished 3 broad classes of offensive staterrent.

'lbere are

those which concbne or show understanding for violence carmi tted for ostensibly

political ends, while inplicitly denying direct invo1verrent; there are those which
lend express encouragerrent to that violence, again at cne awarent renove; and there
are those wtrich give support to particular proscribed organisations.

A legislative

provision cesigned to catch the first class of staterrents would certainly have
the broadest effect, and

~d

cb lTDst to satisfy the section of public q>inion which

is outraged by staterrents sympathetic to terrorism.

en

analysis, however, the

Working Party concluded that the cbjections and cbstacles to the enactment and use

a.

of such a provision (or indeed

provision applied to the second class of staterrents)

rrust override any satisfaction at its passage and occasional successful awlication.
A provision which rrerely caught the third class. of staterrents

~d

avoid the

major , difficulties, rut its ~ c:;n .~:~h!:ef which caused disquiet would be
,
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small: it would cnlY be a mx1est advance on the existing terms of the Northern
Ireland (Energency Provisions) Act 1978.
I am inclined to accept the W:>rking Party I S conclusion that there are no neans of
tackling the problem in a way which has 'a significant irrpact but avoids the practical
and legal difficulties.

'!he problem is not

a range of remarks of increasing

CNer

offensiveness which can be caught, so to speak, at any point of a.rr choosing along
the spectrum.

'!he apologists for violence are rrore subtle.

claiming personal

~ship

'!bey step short of

of a proscribed organisation: 00 not support individual

acts of terrorism: and 00 not call on others to carrni t criminal acts or support
proscribed organisations.

'Ibis neans that the law \tJOUl.d have to enccrrpass cleverly

worded cat'lTents, often in coded language, if it

~e

to deal with them.

An effective

law w:JU.ld also need to encanpass those who report the questionable remarks as
well as the originators, who will selchn if ever

~

caught in the act.

'Ibis leads

straight to the difficulties of ciretm\SCribing or making criminal the reporting
of the reputable media as well as the organs of the pararnilitaries themselves.
I am persuaded that there is no half-way house, and if those requirerents were
significantly relaxed the legislation would be largely cosnetic and a pretence.
It is relevant that recent discussions with officials of the Irish Departnent of
Justice indicated that t.hey had care to very much the sane conclusions in the
Republic.

//

I conclude that, while in theory if not in practice there is a gap in the law
which could be plugged, there is a greater danger that in ooing so we should arouse

expectations that sarething could actually be done to step the offending but
unspecified caments, and we should thus be criticised, perhaps quite quickly, for
failing to tackle the root of the problem.

At the sarre t.i.nE, if we were to atterrpt

a prCNision with any real bite, we should face fierce opposition to its enact:rrent

,..,

' fran all sides of the House, especially since the original cause for concern is

l

unlikely to be fresh in people I s minds.

I shall be glad to know whether you and

other colleagues share my epinion.
'!he Vbrking Party considered several other aspects of the law relating to terrorism.
Subject to your agreem:mt, I would accept 3 specific irrprCNenents which they reccmrend

to the law in Northern Ireland:
(1)

Threats of serious violence
It is an offence to threaten to -·k:i.ll" ,but not nerely to threaten

AI
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violence.

'nlough the circumstances in which an offence dealing with

threats to do violence could be enforced would probably be few, it
seems worth considering its introduction, either in an arcended
flTergency Provisions Act or direct into the Northern Ireland criminal
law by Order in Council.
(2)

Meetings in support of proscribed organisations
The provision of the Prevention of Terrorism Act making it an offence

to arrange or address a ItEeting in support of a proscribed organisation
Cbes not extend to Northern Ireland.

'!his should clearly be

rectified in any suitable vehicle.
(3)

Dressing or behaving like a member of a proscribed organisation
'Ihese offences against the flTergency Provisions Act (Sections 25
and 26) can only be tried surrmarily.

However they are often associated

with more serious offences like possession of

~irearms

at funerals.

Sir George Baker's recarmendation that they be made triable either
stmrnarily or on indictrrent should be put into effect.
The

~rking

party also considered problems faced in Northern Ireland over the

prodoction of photographic and such like evidence in Northern Ireland.
are discussing one aspect of this with the LDrd Chief Justice.

My officials

Another aspect can

more easily be considered once the Police and Criminal Evidence Bill has became
law.
I shall be glad of your carments an the proposals that I have outlined.
I am sending ccpies of this letter to the PriIre Minister, the LDrd Chancellor, the
Home
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Secretary, the Scottish Secretary and Sir Robert Armstrong.
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person who commits any contemptuous act , either orally 'o r

i n unpublished drawing or writing, tending to reflect upon
t he honour or dignity of a judicial or magisterial officer,
shall
~A.

L--

2 year§7.

Contempt by word of mouth, gesture, menacing against magisterial
officers or law enforcement commanders

2.

Anybody who publicly

L-

3 month~7.

/

in an assemblage or through the

dissemination of writing, incites disobedience of a · statute
or injunction, shall
misdemeanour, shall
3.

i--

L-

2 year§7;

...

incit:~f~lOny

or

3 months~7.

Anybody who approves a felony after it has been committed or
attempted, in a fashion that is likely to disturb the public
peace shall ...

4.

Whoever publicly instigates disobedience of the laws relatihg
to public order or to hatred between social classes ...

5.

Who e ver intentionally insults and thereby gives provocation to
a n y pe rson intending or

kno~ing

it to be likely that such

p r ovo c ation will cause him to break the peace ...
6.

Anybody who in a manner likely to arouse anxiety or alarm
at tacks

human dignity by inciting hatred against segments of

the p opul a tioni by inciting meas ur es of violence against them;
by ins ult i ng, maliciou s ly d eg radin g o r d e priving them, shall
...J
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